
Broken Wheel Farms Release Form 

I understand that there are inherent risks involved in riding, working or being in close proximity to horses and 

livestock. Those risks include, among other things the risk of bodily injury from using, riding or being in close 

proximity to horses and livestock. 

I understand that there are inherent risks involved in riding, working or being in close proximity to horses and 

livestock during sports or similar types of competitions or training. Those risks include, among other things, the risk 

of bodily injury from using, riding or being in close proximity to horses and livestock during such activities. 

I understand that neither Broken Wheel Farms, Dale/Mary Loch want to incur liability of any kind by allowing other 

persons to ride, work, train, or be in close proximity to horses and other livestock on the premises. 

I, or those associated with me (including children, if any) desire to enter onto the premises of Broken Wheel Farms, 

Dale and Mary Loch. I understand that in doing so, I, or they may choose to ride, work, compete, train, and be in 

close proximity to horses and livestock, or others that may be engaged in the same or similar activities.   

I do not wish to expose Broken Wheel Farms, Dale and Mary Loch to liability on account of my choice, or the 

choice of those associated with me (including my children) to enter onto the premises where I or they may be 

exposed to bodily injury. 

I admit that there is no public purpose served by my or their entrance onto the premises of Broken Wheel Farms, 

Dale and Mary Loch; that I am not compelled by any person or entity to expose myself or those associated with me 

(including children, if any) to the risks cited above, and; that if I or we choose to do so, I or we do so freely and of 

our own accord and because I or we want to participate in activities related to horses and livestock including 

riding, working, competing or otherwise being in close proximity to horses and livestock or others who may be 

engaged in such activities. 

NOW THEREFORE, AND IN CONSIDERATION of the above, I do hereby agree to release Broken Wheel Farms, Dale 

and Mary Loch and their agents and assigns from any liability for damages and bodily injury to me or those 

associated with me (including children, if any) arising out of activities involving or related to riding, working, 

competing, training, or in any other way associated with horses and/or livestock. 

I FURTHER AGREE TO INDEMNIFY Broken Wheel Farms, Dale and Mary Loch, their agents or assigns, from any and 

all claims paid or payable on account of any judgment for damages benefiting me or those associated with me 

(including my children, if any) arising out of activities related to riding, working, competing, training, or in any 

other way associated with horses and/or livestock. 

 

 

Rider: ________________________________________________ Age: _______ 

 

Parent: _______________________________________________ Date: ______ 

 

RIDE AT YOUR OWN RISK! 


